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the children's book, The Hockey Sweater. Sandra Chang-Kredl interrogates this foundational text from a new, critical media studies perspective. How has the text been transformed onto different platforms? How, specifically does this text represent a type of Canadianness that becomes mantra for school children everywhere?
The interrogation of the media construct of Canadian identity continues in several other articles. Giuliana Cucinelli and David Pickup's critical and humorous article extends Chang-Kredl's analysis of the cultural and political dynamics of hockey. Their focus, however, is on Don Cherry, "the Don of hockey." This mythic figure is an eternal wonder in Canada's favorite pastime, and has been reinvented in a Web 2.0 world. Ozlem Sensoy turns our attention to the multicultural construct of Canada in the media in her analysis of the hit TV program, Little Mosque on the Prairie. Here, Sensoy critically and poignantly points to the contradictions of multicultural representations of the nation, as well as the varied and complex reception of these images and narratives by Canadian Muslims. Finally, Peter Pericles Trifonas and Effie Balomenos vividly deconstruct Molson's "I Am Canadian" beer campaign, again problematizing media representations of Canadian character as a beer-guzzling, hockey loving, beaver-appreciating people.
The next article moves us away from televisual and filmic entertainment. In "War for the Seals," Brian Lowe examines the Canadian seal controversy through the lens of his unique concept of "sociological warfare." In a discursive analysis of news, publicity, policy, and photographs, Lowe demonstrates how the contested nation is bound up in tradition, indigenous identity, and federal policy. He analyzes indigenous, federal, and activist mobilization of support for particular constructs of the nation, and the impact each has on power and culture. Likewise, Jacques Brodeur points to mobilization of public support for policy-yet, his concern brings us back to legislation regarding children and advertising. As a media literacy educator and activist, Broduer's decades of experience in this realm are apparent in his passionate discussion.
Finally, my interview with Yassin Alsalman, or Narcy, shifts the emphasis of media, pedagogy, and the nation, to an examination of self-representation and independent media production. Narcy is a hip hop artist, an Iraqi Canadian, who discusses his music, post 9-11 politics, and the contemporary identity crisis of self and nation.
Together, these articles represent an attempt to think through the ways in which media, pedagogy, and the nation can provide multiple axes of interrogation into contemporary culture, politics, and society.
